As at September 2018

**HIGHER EDUCATION FUTURES INSTITUTE (HEFi)**

**Director of Registry & Academic Affairs**
Mark Hollingsworth

**Head of Operations**
Vacant

**ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (Teaching & Learning Development)**
Sarah King

**ACADEMIC PRACTICE ADVISORS**
- Marios Hadjianastasis
- Els Van Geyte
- Dionne Barton
- Danielle Hinton
- Vacancy

**QUALITY ENHANCEMENT MGR**
Sarah Letters

**EDUCATIONAL ENHANCEMENT PROJECT OFFICERS**
- Alison Davies/Lisa Coulson (job share)

**PROGRAMME, ADMINISTRATION & ENGAGEMENT MANAGER**
Louise Staffell

**SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS:**
- PA/Finance: Patricia Nick
- Programmes: Julie Robinson
- CPD/Events: Helen Rosser

**VLE Business and Engagement**
- VLE B&E Mgr: David Price
- App Spt/Dev An: Steven Bird

**EPS BDE**
- PDM: Matt Turner
- EPS IDC: Darren Marsh
- EPS Dev: Jack Bollins

**LES & CTL BDE**
- PDM: Joe Berry
- LES IDC: Rob Jones
- CTL Dev: Kalin Savchev

**CAL BDE**
- PDM: (Liz Wragg)
- IDCs: Melanie Roxby-Mackey /Gabi Witthaus (job share)
- Dev: Khai Wager

**CoSS BDE**
- PDM: Kabir Ganguly
- CoSS IDC: Fred O’Loughlin
- CoSS Dev: Richard Morgan

**MDS BDE**
- PDM: (Mark Hancock)
- IDC: Marjorie Collaco
- Dev: Suchet Budon (Helen Brown mat leave)

**ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (Birmingham Digital Education)**
Jane James

**EDUCATIONAL ENHANCEMENT PROJECT OFFICERS**
- Alison Davies/Lisa Coulson (job share)

**PROGRAMME, ADMINISTRATION & ENGAGEMENT MANAGER**
Louise Staffell

**SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS:**
- PA/Finance: Patricia Nick
- Programmes: Julie Robinson
- CPD/Events: Helen Rosser

**VLE Business and Engagement**
- VLE B&E Mgr: David Price
- App Spt/Dev An: Steven Bird

**EPS BDE**
- PDM: Matt Turner
- EPS IDC: Darren Marsh
- EPS Dev: Jack Bollins

**LES & CTL BDE**
- PDM: Joe Berry
- LES IDC: Rob Jones
- CTL Dev: Kalin Savchev

**CAL BDE**
- PDM: (Liz Wragg)
- IDCs: Melanie Roxby-Mackey /Gabi Witthaus (job share)
- Dev: Khai Wager

**CoSS BDE**
- PDM: Kabir Ganguly
- CoSS IDC: Fred O’Loughlin
- CoSS Dev: Richard Morgan

**MDS BDE**
- PDM: (Mark Hancock)
- IDC: Marjorie Collaco
- Dev: Suchet Budon (Helen Brown mat leave)

**Notes:** VLE (Virtual Learning Environment), PDM (Partnership & Development Manager), IDC (Instructional Design Consultant), Dev (Developer)
Staff names in brackets are on secondment/leave. Staff not directly line managed by HEFi are shown in *(italics)*.
College TEL (Technology Enhanced Learning) teams line managed by, but not employed by, HEFi are shown in dotted line boxes. As at September 2018